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We numerically study a multi-band absorption based on electromagnetic-induced-transparency effect of
metamaterial. By exploiting the coupling between bright and dark plasmonic modes of cut-wire triplet,
which consists of a vertical wire and two horizontal wires, a dual-band absorption is realized at 243 and
266 THz. Then, the absorber structure is improved by adding two new horizontal wires which play role
as second dark meta-molecules. Due to the dark–dark coupling, another absorption band arises so that a
triple-band absorption is created at 240, 250 and 264 THz. The role of interaction between dark metamolecules in triple-band absorption is investigated, revealing a speciﬁc non-monotonic characteristic of
the second absorption peak. Finally, the inﬂuence of incident angle of EM wave on multi-band absorbers
shows that the absorption of lowest frequency peak is robust while those of higher frequency peaks are
strongly weaken with increasing of the incident angle.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Artiﬁcial sub-wavelength materials, the so-called metamaterials (MMs), can exhibit desirable electromagnetic (EM) responses
which are even not found in natural materials. By tailoring the
unit-cell structure, a variety of fascinating phenomena are realized
such as negative refractive index [1–3], invisibility cloaking [4,5],
and super-resolution [6,7]. In 2008, another attractive phenomenon, which is perfect absorption, was discovered by Landy et al.
[8] and made a lot of attention due to the considerable amount of
applicability in devices including solar cells [9], imaging [10], and
plasmonic sensor [11]. Since then, researches on MM perfect absorber (MPA) have been expanded, bringing many demonstrations
in various frequency ranges [12–14]. Nowadays, multi-band and
broadband absorption are still the focus of interest for real needs.
A common approach is to design a geometrically gradient multiresonator structure whose resonances, separated closely, can be
directly and simultaneously excited by the incident wave [15–17].
Electromagnetic-induced transparency (EIT) is basically a
quantum coherent process which requires very complicated and
rigorous experimental conditions [18,19]. One of the superiorities
n
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of MMs is that the EIT effect can be mimicked in a much more
easier way by using MMs [20–22]. In this work, a different approach to create a multi-band MPA is proposed by exploiting the
EIT effect. Generally, there is single absorption peak when external
EM ﬁeld excites only one plasmonic resonance. The key idea is that
dual-band absorption can be achieved by employing the near-ﬁeld
coupling between bright and dark plasmonic modes even though
only one resonance can be directly excited by the EM ﬁeld. An
extended model inducing triple-band absorption is also provided
by considering the interaction between dark meta-molecules. Finally, the role of dark–dark coupling in absorption spectrum is
studied to comprehend the EM behavior of multi-band MPA. Our
work might be useful for many applications such as multi-frequency ﬁlters and single/multi-mode switching devices.

2. Design and simulation
Fig. 1 illustrates the unit cell structures of designed cut-wiretriplet (CWT) and cut-wire-quintet (CWQ) absorbers. The CWT
absorber (CWTA) structure is made of three different layers. The
front layer is a metallic CWT which consists of a vertical cut wire
(CW) and two horizontal CWs placed at a certain distance from the
ends of the vertical. The geometry of these CWs is identical. The
middle and back layers are continuous dielectric and metallic
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of the unit cell of (a) cut-wire-triplet and (b) cut-wire-quintet absorbers with the electromagnetic polarization.

plane, respectively. The detailed geometrical parameters of CWTA
are a¼ 800 nm, t1 ¼t2 ¼30 nm, t3 ¼100 nm, l ¼190 nm, w¼80 nm,
and g ¼20 nm. The CWQ absorber (CWQA) structure is an extended structure of CWTA by adding one more pair of horizontal
CWs on the front layer. The CWQA has the same geometrical
parameters as CWTA except two new parameters g1 ¼20 nm and
g2 ¼10 nm. The parameter s deﬁnes the displacement of the

vertical CW from the center position. This parameter is a key factor
to achieve a multi-band absorption.
In our simulation, the metal was silver and described by the
Drude model, with a plasmon frequency of 1.366  1016 rad s  1
and a collision frequency of 3.07  1013 Hz [20,23]. The dielectric
was chosen as silicon dioxide with the function ﬁtted from Ref.
[24]. The simulations were performed using a ﬁnite-integration

Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the unit cell of EIT structure with the electromagnetic polarization. (b) Schematic energy-level diagram of the cut-wire triplet. (c) Transmission
spectra of the EIT structure according to s. (d) Schematic energy-level diagram of the cut-wire quintet.
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package (CST Microwave Studio [25]). The boundary condition was
applied so that the structures were periodic along the x and y
directions. The EM wave propagation was normal to the structures
with the electric and the magnetic ﬁelds that were polarized along
the vertical and the horizontal CWs, respectively. The absorption
was calculated as A (ω) = 1 − S11 (ω) 2 − S21 (ω) 2, where S11 (ω) and
S21 (ω) are the reﬂection and transmission parameters, respectively.
For the real fabrication, the sample can be prepared using the lithography technique [26,27].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Multi-resonance based on the electromagnetic-induced
transparency
In this section, we explained how a multi-resonance can be
excited by exploiting the EIT phenomenon. Fig. 2(a) presents an
EIT structure which consists of only the CWT layer and the dielectric layer. It is well known that the vertical CW serves as a
bright mode which is strongly coupled to the incident EM ﬁeld
while the two horizontal ones are weakly coupled and considered
as the dark mode. Nevertheless, the dark mode can be excited by
the bright mode through displacement s of the vertical CW. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), two different excitation pathways, direct one
|0〉 → |1〉 → |0〉 and indirect one |0〉 → |1〉 → |2〉 → |0〉, are destructively interfered that create a transparency window. This phenomenon is well known as the EIT effect. Fig. 2(c) shows the

transmission spectra of EIT structure according to s of the vertical
CW. In the case of s¼0, a transmission dip locates at 290 THz
which corresponds to excitation of the bright mode. When
s¼50 nm, a transmission band emerges at the position of the
former dip and lies between two new transmission dips at 274 and
319 THz. However, for the purpose of creating a multi-band MPA
by exploiting the EIT phenomenon, we paid attention to the two
resonances instead of the transparency window. It is noteworthy
that the number of these near-ﬁeld-excited resonances depends
on the number of dark modes of the EIT structure. Fig. 2
(d) presents an extended energy-level diagram using CWQ structure. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the dark–dark coupling between horizontal wires should also be counted, besides the normal bright–
dark coupling between vertical and horizontal wires in the total
EIT effect. Consequently, the CWQ structure will behave like a fourlevel meta-atom conﬁguration, and the second transparency band
can arise [28–30]. Therefore, it is possible to obtain three plasmonic resonances by exploiting the EIT effect of CWQ structure. In
addition, there are two advantages of this approach via EIT effect
in comparison with the conventional approach using geometrically gradient multi-resonator structure. Firstly, the geometry of
all resonators is identical that make the fabrication of the structure
may be easier than geometrically gradient multi-resonator structure. Secondly, only the bright resonator can be excited by incident
EM ﬁeld. The dark resonators are excited via near-ﬁeld coupling
when breaking the structural symmetry. For this reason, our approach is possible to be applied to single-band/multi-band (or
broadband) switching devices using mechanical MM systems,

Fig. 3. (a) Absorption spectra of the cut-wire-triplet absorber according to s. Electric-ﬁeld distributions at the front and the back silver layers of the cut-wire-triplet absorber
at (b) 243 and (c) 266 THz.
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where the dark resonators are ﬁxed and the bright resonator is
moveable.
3.2. Multi-band near-perfect absorption via the resonance excitation
of dark meta-molecules
Based on the above discussion, we presented multi-band nearperfect absorbers using CWTA and CWQA structures. The absorption spectra of the CWTA according to s are demonstrated in
Fig. 3(a). Initially, when the vertical wire is at the center, s ¼0,
there is only one absorption peak at 249 THz with absorption of
90%. By breaking the structural symmetry, at s ¼50 nm, the initial
absorption peak turns into a dual-band absorption with unity
absorption at 243 THz and nearly perfect absorption of 94% at
266 THz. The observed dual-band absorption is the result of coupling between the CWT, which provides two resonances based on
EIT effect, and the continuous plane. The absorption mechanism is
further clariﬁed by investigating the electric-ﬁeld distributions at
the front and the back layers of CWTA, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3
(c), respectively. The coupling between the CWT and the back
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plane leads to a strong magnetic response which is indicated by
the opposite charge distribution between the front wires and the
back plane. Consequently, the EM ﬁeld is trapped at 243 and
266 THz. It is noteworthy that the absorption resonances in CWTA,
which are the magnetic resonances aforementioned, are different
from the fundamental plasmonic resonances in Fig. 2(c). This is the
reason why the dual-band absorption occurs at lower frequencies
than the frequencies of original resonances caused by the EIT
structure. The coupling between CWT layer and back plane in
CWTA is similar to the magnetic response of the well-known CWpair MM [31].
In order to prove the efﬁciency of our proposed approach in
producing multi-band absorption, a more sophisticated model was
investigated by extending the coupling scheme of EIT. Fig. 4(a) is
the comparison of the absorption spectrum of CWQA with that of
CWTA. The second absorption peak of CWTA at 266 THz is nearly
unchanged with the same absorption of 94% except only slight
shift to 264 THz in case of CWQA. However, the ﬁrst absorption
peak of CWTA at 243 THz is totally altered for the CWQA. This
peak splits into two new absorption peaks at 240 and 250 THz

Fig. 4. (a) Absorption spectra of the cut-wire-quintet and -triplet absorbers when s ¼50 nm. Electric-ﬁeld distributions at the front layer of the cut-wire-quintet absorber at
(b) 240, (c) 250 and (d) 264 THz.
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with absorption of 97%. In order to elucidate the mechanism of
triple-band absorption, the electric-ﬁeld distributions on the CWQ
at the absorption frequencies are demonstrated in Figs. 4(b),
4(c) and 4(d). Obviously, the electric-ﬁeld distribution on the CWQ
at 264 THz [in Fig. 4(d)] and that on the CWT at 266 THz [in Fig. 3
(c)] are similar. The charges on two additional horizontal CWs
simply oscillate in phase with the adjacent original ones. Due to
the unchanged coupling, this absorption peak of CWQA is nearly
identical to the corresponding one of CWTA in both amplitude and
frequency. The split of the absorption peak of CWTA at 243 THz
into two absorption peaks of CWQA at 240 and 250 THz is also
clariﬁed in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). In CWQ, the former CWT component [in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)] still exhibits the same behavior of
electric-ﬁeld distribution as the CWT in Fig. 3(b), suggesting that
the origin of the two absorption peaks of CWQA is the absorption
peak of CWTA at 243 THz. However, the two additional horizontal
CWs reveal totally different behavior due to the dark–dark coupling. Together with adjacent original horizontal CWs, the charge
oscillations on CWs are in phase at higher frequency (250 THz)
and out of phase at lower frequency (240 THz). The phenomenon
is similar to the hybridization scheme of the well-known CW-pair
MM and can also be considered as the hybridization effect [32].
The difference here is that the hybridization between in-plane
adjacent horizontal CWs is only excited through the symmetry
breaking of the structure. In case of the CWQA, the origin of nearly
perfect absorption is still the magnetic resonance which is indicated by the opposite distribution of charges between the CWQ
and the back metallic plane (which is not shown here). It is worthy
to note that two dark modes were normally excited by using
asymmetric elongated horizontal wires in previous research on
the four-level EIT conﬁguration [29,30]. In our work, we present
that two dark resonances can be excited even by employing
identical dark meta-molecules. However, the nature is still the
same as before. To achieve the four-level conﬁguration, one needs
to create two separate dark modes. In our proposed structure, the
two dark modes are separated by the different distances between
bright and dark meta-molecules instead of using asymmetric dark
meta-molecules.
The interaction between dark meta-molecules is studied for
deeper understanding of the EM behavior of the multi-band absorption in CWQA. Fig. 5 presents the inﬂuence of distance g2
between horizontal cut wires on absorption spectrum. When g2 is
changed from 10 to 50 nm, the absorption frequency of the ﬁrst
peak is blue-shifted from 240 to 244 THz while the near perfect
absorption is maintained. The third absorption peak also exhibits a

Fig. 5. Dependence of absorption spectrum on the distance g2 between horizontal
cut wires.

similar trend with the absorption frequency moved from 264 to
274 THz. However, the absorption is decreased with increasing g2,
which proves the weaker interaction between dark meta-molecules with separating the distance between them. On the other
hand, the EM behavior of the second absorption peak is totally
different. Initially, the peak is rapidly shifted from 250 to 258 THz
and the absorption is strongly decreased when g2 is varied from 10
to 15 nm. Further increase of g2 leads to vanishing of the second
peak. Then, it reappears at 261 THz for g2 ¼18 nm. When g2 keeps
increasing to 50 nm, the absorption is enhanced to be nearly 90%
while the absorption frequency is unchanged. Our results are in
accordance with the non-monotonic behavior of central resonance
in four-level meta-atom conﬁguration reported in Ref. [28].
However, here we observe a minimum of absorption instead of a
maximum in that work. A possible explanation is due to the difference in structural design that is the presence of back metallic
plane in our structure. Because of the coupling between back
plane and front four-level meta-atom conﬁguration of CWQ, the
absorption behavior is reversed, leading to a minimum absorption
for the second resonance.
Since the dipole resonance (bright mode) in the vertical CW
can be only strongly excited when the electric ﬁeld is polarized
along the length of CW, the proposed multi-band absorbers are
much inﬂuenced by the EM polarization. Therefore, we have studied only the dependence of absorption spectra (for s¼ 50 nm) on
the incident angle θ of EM wave. In Fig. 6(a), the dual-band absorption of CWTA exhibits a slight red shift when θ varies from
0 to 40°. The ﬁrst peak shows the nearly perfect absorption.
However, for the second peak, the absorption is decreased by increasing the incident angle. The absorption comes to be only 78%
when θ ¼40°. A similar evolution is observed for the CWQA in
Fig. 6(b). The triple-band absorption also exhibits a slight red shift
and the rates of reduction in absorption are different for different
absorption peaks. The absorption of ﬁrst peak is slightly decreased
and kept over 96% with increasing the incident angle up to 40°.
The second peak is strongly inﬂuenced for the absorption to be
decreased from 97% to 88%. For the third peak, the rate of reduction in absorption is the largest. The absorption of third peak is
dramatically worsened from 94% to 74%.

4. Conclusions
We proposed a simple method to create multi-band MPA by
exploiting the EIT effect. It is demonstrated that the dual-band
absorption of CWTA due to the bright–dark coupling between the
vertical CW and horizontal CWs. By using the CWQA, the EIT
scheme is developed with the additional dark–dark coupling between adjacent horizontal CWs, which is used to obtain the tripleband absorption. Remarkably, the proposed approach can be extended by considering more coupling that will produce more absorption bands. In addition, a non-monotonic behavior of the
second absorption peak according to the distance between dark
meta-molecules is also observed, suggesting the potential applications to modulation devices. The proposed multi-band absorbers
exhibit a quite complicated dependence on the incident angle of
EM wave. The absorption of lowest frequency peak is nearly unchanged while those of the higher frequency peaks are more decreased when the incident angle is increased. Our work is expected to contribute a new way for creating multi-band MPAs, not
only in the far-infrared region but also at other frequencies, and to
be applied to various potential devices such as multi-frequency
ﬁlters and single/multi-mode switches.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of absorption spectra on the incident angle θ of EM wave for (a) the CWTA and (b) CWQA for s ¼ 50 nm.
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